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Abstract

Known zeolite structures have relatively few 7-membered rings. Previous quantum

mechanical calculations suggest there is no particular energy penalty for 7-membered

rings. Predicted zeolite structures sampled from all possible symmetries also do not

explain why there are so few observed 7-membered rings. Here, we analyze the ring size

distributions of predicted structures as a function of energy and density. We show that

predicted structures with low density, in the range where known zeolites exist, have

relatively few 7-membered rings. It appears that the constraint of proximity to the low-

density edge of predicted structures is what leads to a low probability of 7-membered

rings. These results suggest that low-density predicted structures are similar to known

zeolites and of greatest interest as new synthetic targets.
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Introduction

Zeolites are fascinating examples of SiO2 composition leading to a dramatic diversity of

architectures.1 There are over 200 known zeolite topologies, most of which can be made

synthetically, roughly 50 of which are naturally occurring.2 The pore and channel structures

of zeolites make these materials selective adsorbants and catalysts. For example, the ring size

of the apertures of zeolite frameworks varies between different topologies, and the results of

kinetic accessibility and catalytic test reaction are often interpreted in terms of the limiting

ring size in a given material. Here, for instance, an “7-ring” refers to a closed loop that is

built from seven tetrahedrally coordinated silicon (or aluminum) atoms and seven oxygen

atoms.3 These rings are not always perfectly flat or symmetrical due to a variety of effects,

including strain induced by the bonding with atoms not in the ring or coordination of some
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oxygen atoms of the rings to cations within the structure.4,5 Therefore, the pore openings

for all rings of one size are not identical.6 Nonetheless, ring distribution is a fundamental

characteristic of a zeolite structure.

It is remarkable how few known zeolites contain seven rings. Early quantum mechanical

studies were carried out to determine whether rings containing seven Si atoms were energet-

ically unfavorable.7 These studies conclude there is no energetic bias against 7-membered

rings. Most zeolites are highly symmetrical, and in monoclinic, rhombohedral, tetragonal or

trigonal/hexagonal systems there is one unique axis which has higher rotational symmetry

than the other two axes and which might inhibit odd-membered rings. Studies that sample

the entire space of symmetrical structures, however, also do not show a general bias against

7-membered rings.8,9 Other general physiochemical properties of predicted zeolite structures,

such as energy, density, X-ray diffraction patterns, ring-size distributions other than seven,

and I/I(cor) are in good agreement with those from known zeolites. Thus, previous work

presents a conundrum of why there are so few 7-membered rings in known zeolites.

Predicted zeolite structures are often parametrized by their energy and density. Indeed,

most of the known zeolites lie near a line, the distance from which is termed the feasibility

factor.10 This line is at the low-density edge of the distribution of predicted structures,

presumably because zeolites nucleate from a low-density solution, and a zeolite nucleates

as soon as the density is high enough to be within the distribution of possible structures.9

Thus, known zeolites lie at the low-density edge of predicted, thermodynamically possible

structures.

Not only synthesizability, but also other general features of predicted zeolites may depend

on their location in density-energy space. In particular, the probability of a 7-membered

ring in a structure may depend on the coordinates in density-energy space. In this work, we

measure the ring size distribution as a function of distance from the low-density edge of the

distribution of predicted structures. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the Monte Carlo procedure used to sample the space of predicted zeolite materials and the
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methods for construction of the ring size distributions as a function of density and energy.

Section 3 presents the histograms of ring distributions, as a function of distance from the

low-density structures. Section 4 discusses the results, focusing on how the probability of

7-membered and 9-membered rings differ between the low-density structures and higher-

density structures. We conclude in section 5.

Methods

The database of predicted zeolite structures contains over 2.6M distinct topologies.9 The

database was created by a Monte Carlo sampling of a zeolite Hamiltonian, given constraints

of symmetry and unit cell size. Unit cell sizes consistent with known zeolites and all space

groups were examined in the construction of the database. Si atom positions were deter-

mined from the Monte Carlo sampling and then optimized to determine final Si and O atom

positions in the unit cell. Two distinct interatomic potentials, Sanders-Leslie-Catlow (SLC)

and van Beest-Kramer-van Santen (BKS), were used.11,12 For each structure, the atomic

positions as well as several structural properties such as unit cell parameters and symme-

try, density, computed energy, dielectric constant, compressibility, and ring distributions

were computed. There are over 330k structures within +30 kJ/mol Si of α-quartz in the

SLC database and over 590k within +65 kJ/mol Si of α-quartz in the BKS database. We

note that BKS energy differences must be scaled by a factor of one-third to agree with ex-

periments. These structures are considered to be thermodynamically accessible and hence

especially interesting from the point of view of synthesis of novel zeolites. We here analyzed

the database of structures with the SLC interatomic potential, including only structures

within +30 kJ/mol Si of α-quartz, as the SLC interatomic potential is generally regarded as

accurate for zeolites.13

Most known zeolites are near a line in density energy space.10 The distribution of pre-

dicted structures and this line are shown in Fig. 1. In the present calculations, structures
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Figure 1: Energy-density distributions for computationally predicted zeolite structures. a)
All predicted structures. A linear fit to the known zeolites is shown as a red line.9 b)
Structures, excluding those with density below 10 Si/1000 Å3. The signed feasibility factor,10

d, is the distance from the linear fit to the known zeolites. The signed feasibility factor is the
length of the blue arrow, positive to the right of the red line, and negative to the left. Known
zeolites have low absolute values of d. All predicted structures between the two yellow lines
were used in the calculation of the ring histograms.

with ultra-low densities below 10 Si/1000 Å3 were excluded. Structures were classified by

their feasibility factor,10 d, the signed distance from the line fit to known structures.8 The

properties of the predicted structures in bands from d to d + 1 were calculated. The nine

intervals in the range from -4 to +6 were considered. Most of the known zeolites lie in this

range.

The ring size distributions were calculated for each band d to d+1. A ring is defined by the

number of Si atoms within it. The size distributions were calculated for fundamental rings,

and a fundamental ring was defined as a ring that cannot be divided into a set of smaller

rings.5,14 The minimum number of bonds between any two atoms in a fundamental ring is

given by the number of bonds that separate them on the ring; there is no other shorter path

connecting them in the rest of the zeolite. Ring sizes from 3 to 20 were tabulated for each

zeolite. Ring histograms were computed per unit cell of the zeolite, and each fundamental

ring identified was weighted by its fraction contained within the primary unit cell. Ring

histograms from different structures were averaged within the band d to d + 1, where each

structure was weighted by its unit cell volume. Figure 1b shows the distribution of zeolites
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for which ring histograms are calculated.

Results

Density and energy distribution

The density-energy distribution of predicted zeolite structures in the SLC database is shown

in Fig. 1a. There are two parts to the distribution. There is a main distribution with densities

above 10 Si/1000 Å3. This is the distribution used in the present work, and shown in Fig. 1b.

There is also a low-density distribution with densities below 10 Si/1000 Å3. While several

intriguing zeolites with densities in this range have recently been synthesized,15,16 this part

of the distribution was not considered in the present work. The limits of d = −4 and d = 5

shown in Fig. 1b define the low-density structures that are the focus of the present work.

Ring Histograms Depend on the Feasibility Factor

Histograms of ring sizes were calculated for feasibility factors between d = −4 to 5, in

bands of d to d + 1. Results are shown in Fig. 2. We see that the probability of a seven ring

decreases as the density decreases from the central part of the distribution to the low-density

edge of the distribution. That is, the results show known zeolites, which have a low value

of |d|, should have a smaller probability of a seven ring than does the average zeolite in the

predicted database. The known zeolites used to defined the feasibility factor lie in the range

[-3,10].8

Probability of 7-Membered Rings Depends on the Feasibility Factor

One of the most striking results of Fig. 2 is the dependence of the probability of a 7-membered

ring on the feasibility factor. In Fig. 3, this probability is displayed as a function of the

feasibility factor. This probability is shown for the nine bands of structures considered,
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Figure 2: Ring size distributions according to different feasibility values. Results are shown
for each stripe d to d + 1. Note that the probability of a 7-membered ring decreases as d is
reduced to the low-density edge of the distribution of predicted structures.
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those within the yellow lines of Fig. 1b.

Figure 3: The probability of a 7-membered ring, as it depends on the feasibility factor. These
data were taken from Fig. 2.

Discussion

The database provides an unbiased sample of possible zeolite structures. What we have

shown is that known zeolites lie in a range of energy-density space in which 7-rings are rare.

This result is not a priori obvious.

Zeolites are often thought to be metastable species, at least in the absence of organic

structure directing agents and synthesis solution conditions, perhaps kinetically determined.
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Indeed, kinetic limitations likely explain why zeolites are at the low density edge of predicted

structures. As a zeolite nucleates from a low density solution to a condensed phase, the

density increases, and when the trajectory in energy-density space reaches the low-density

edge of the distribution of possible zeolites, Fig. 1a, a zeolite nucleates.9 Thus, most known

zeolites are at the low-density edge of the distribution of possible zeolites.

The present results show that the kinetic limitation to be at the low density edge of

possible structures implies a reduction in the probability of 7-rings. As shown in Fig. 3, the

probability of observing a 7-membered ring in a predicted zeolite increases with increase of

the signed feasibility factor. Known zeolites are at lower values of the feasibility factor, near

the low-density edge of the distribution of possible zeolites, as shown in Fig. 4. The feasi-

bility factor range of [-3,1] covers nearly 80 percent of all known structures. The histogram

of ring sizes is shown for the known zeolites in Fig. 5. Therefore, known zeolites have a

lower probability of 7 ring than the bulk of the predicted structures in the SLC database.

Alternatively, one may say that the low-density edge of the distribution of predicted struc-

tures is most representative of the currently known zeolites.17 The best agreement between

the predicted structures and the known structures appears in the feasibility factor range of

[-3,-1].

As noted above, there is agreement between the known zeolite structures and the pre-

dicted structures for the probability of 7-membered rings in the range [-3,1], in which most

known feasibility factors lie. This result explains why there are so few seven rings in the

known zeolites: the database of predicted structures shows there are few seven rings in struc-

tures with feasibility factors less than 1. That is, 7-membered rings are relatively rare in

Figs. 2a-e compared to the rest of Fig. 2, the average of which is shown as Fig. 2a in Ref.9

In the known zeolites, ring size 3 and 9 are correlated and tend to occur simultaneously

in the same structure. This trend is demonstrated by a comparison of Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b.

While some 3-membered rings occur in the predicted structures, they are highly strained

and are not common. In known zeolites, 3-membered rings usually require the presence of
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Figure 4: Histogram of the known zeolites as a function of the signed feasibility factor. These
structures cluster around the red line in Fig. 1.

Figure 5: Ring size distribution of the known zeolite structures. a) All known zeolites, b)
Known zeolites, excluding structures with 3-membered rings. Note 9-membered rings are
rarely observed in the absence of 3-membered rings.
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heteroatoms such as beryllium, zinc, or germanium.18 Thus, there are more 9 rings in the

known zeolites than in the predicted structures because the predicted pure silica structures

have fewer 3-membered rings than do the known structures. The histograms of known

structures in Fig. 5b are similar to the histogram from the low-density predicted structures,

with feasibility factor in the range [-3, -1].

Many properties of the bulk distribution of predicted zeolites are similar to that of the

known zeolites. Other than the probability of 7-membered rings, the ring histograms are

quite similar. For example, the probability of odd-membered, large rings is low in both the

predicted and known zeolite structures. Other properties of the predicted structures such as

powder X-ray diffraction patterns are also similar to that of known zeolites.9

These results for the dependence of the 7-ring probability on the feasibility factor illus-

trate the value of partitioning the database of predicted structures into low- and high-density

materials.17 While some of the properties of the materials may be relatively uniform in the

density-energy space, others may be more sensitive to the coordinates in density-energy

space. For example, in addition to the probability of 7-rings, the ease of synthesis also de-

pends on the feasibility factor. It may be the case that other interesting features depend on

the feasibility factor. Furthermore, it may be the case that known zeolites and the predicted

materials may differ in more subtle ways that depend on variables in addition to the feasibil-

ity factor. Further screens of the database for performance metrics and, hopefully, synthesis

of some of the predicted structures will shed light on the distributions of known, possible,

and predicted zeolite structures.

This database may be used to identify newly made materials, search for novel materials

with defined function, or motivate the synthesis of new materials. For example the recently

discovered ITQ-4016 is an example of a 16-membered ring structure whose general class

was predicted to exist a decade ago before any such materials were known.5 The recently

discovered ITQ-5119 is another example of a 16-membered ring zeolite and is in the database.9

In the search for new known materials in the database of predicted structures, low-density
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predicted structures should be preferentially examined. Conversely, when screening the

database of predicted structures for potential applications, low-density structures should be

given preferential weight, as was done in the screening of carbon capture materials.17

Conclusion

The observed frequency of 7-membered rings in zeolite structures is lower than previous

energetic, quantum mechanical, and crystallographic arguments can explain. A partitioning

of the database of predicted zeolite structures by density and energy was considered. It

was shown that the probability of 7-membered rings decreases as the density is decreased

toward the low-density edge of the distribution of predicted zeolites. Thus, not only does

the feasibility of zeolite synthesis increase as density is lowered, but also does the probability

of a 7-membered ring decrease.

The database of computationally predicted zeolite-like materials contains over 2.6 M

unique structures. Roughly 330k of the materials in the SLC portion of the database lie

within the +30 KJ/mol Si energetic band above α-quartz in which the known zeolites lie.

Additionally, 80% of the known zeolites have a feasibility factor less than 1. The subset of the

database of predicted structures in this feasibility range shows a reduced 7-membered ring

probability, consistent with the known zeolites. These low-density predicted structures are

of most interest in screening of the database for new functional materials to be synthesized

with current zeolite synthesis techniques. Of the 330k predicted structures, 26,282 lie in the

low-dimensional feasibility factor range of [-3,1]. Perhaps the evolutionary method to design

chemically-synthesizable linkers will aid in the synthesis of some of these new, predicted

materials.20,21
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Graphical TOC Entry

Zeolites have a reduced probability of 7-membered rings because they
are kinetically confined to low-density structures.
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